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 Meeting notes.                                                             10th January 2017

 With people away on holidays or suffering from the retched cough that is circulating the

area it was good to have a respectable number of members at our meeting. An evening when

we discussed the six resolutions proposed by the NFWI  to be presented at this years annual

meeting in Liverpool. Lively discussions ensued and it will be interesting to see which is the

one favoured most across the country. One of the proposals was in providing Safe Refuge

for women in this country and it was recommended that local branches do what they can to

support this on-going situation. With this in  mind we have chosen to support the refuge

nearest to us as our charity for this year. 

As mentioned on the posters we had a chutney and cheese tasting session and a prize was

awarded for the one that attracted the most votes. This was given to Jean Johnson for a very

tasty  home  made  chutney.  The  evening  was  also  our  thirteenth  birthday  and  everyone

enjoyed a slice of the cake. 

At this time of the year there are few events to bring to your attention. Garden visits will get

underway in February when there will be a return visit to Welford Park  on Thursday 23rd to

see the snowdrops.It is the very best place to see them in all their beauty and we hope that

this year it will not be raining. Marion Symes will have more details about the visit at next

month's meeting on February 14th which is appropriately titled 'From Guns and Roses to

Hearts and Flowers'.

Our W I year ends in March and we will have our AGM when we will be looking for new

committee members as some of our current one's reach the end of their tenure. If you feel

you could take on one of the duty's the committee would be pleased to hear from you. Don't

forget to check our website from time to time to see what's happening and what has gone

before Just key in brightwellcumsotwell wi .                                     Margaret Smith


